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CONJUNTO DE IMÁGENES

Holidays Through the Year Iron-on
Transfert thermocollant au sujet des fêtes tout au long de l'année
Parches Termo-Adhesivos sobre Festividades de Todo el Año
ABOUT REAL DIAL SIZE:
Some Cricut® images feature multiple layers or other related components. For the final assembled image to be accurate, these layers must be cut in proportion to each other. When a key is proportionate, it may cut larger or smaller than the size shown on the size dial, so it works in the final image.

These letters are proportionate. Real Dial Size is off.

These images are proportionate. Real Dial Size is off.

When Real Dial Size is on, objects are no longer proportionate and will cut at the size shown on the dial.

These letters are NOT proportionate. Real Dial Size is on.

These images are NOT proportionate. Real Dial Size is on.
FEATURE KEYS:
Some images require both a keyboard key and a feature key to cut all of their necessary components. Like keyboard keys, feature keys can also be proportionate. If applicable, a cartridge will have its own diagram showing which features are proportionate on a cartridge.

A box around feature names means that features are proportionate. If there isn’t a box, the feature stands alone.

The feature that the arrow is pointing to is proportionate to the connected feature(s).

The letter inside the circle is the tallest letter in the font. All other letters in the font will cut out in proportion to this letter.
Father

July 4th
Be Mine

Lucky
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MR.
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Merry Christmas

HAPPY NEW YEAR
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hey gorgeous

Happy St. Patrick’s Day

41  5"  12.5 cm

42  4.5"  11 cm
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In Everything Give Thanks
Nice

Shalom

Peace on Earth

5” 12.5 cm